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Eckert (2005, p. 21) states that “linguistic choices rarely index social categories directly; rather 

they index attitudes [and] stances … that are in turn associated with categories of people.”  The 
following categories were defined:  direct indexes of a group are words used to describe the groups:  
black, asian, gay, the poor; indirect indexes are stances associated with groups:  lazy, smart, 
fashionable, uneducated.  The dialect employed while taking a stance – utterances which position a 
speaker relative to their interlocutor and socially salient groups (Jaffe, 2009, p. 5) – can directly index 
specific groups and socially salient stereotypes associated with them (Jaffe, 2009, p. 8).  This paper 
presents a study of the stances of a bi-dialectal woman of African-American and Native American 
heritage.  Her dialect choices are examined in relation to the content of ideologically rich utterances to 
demonstrate this direct indexical power of dialect.  Her presentation of indirect indexes in African-
American English (AAE) is contrasted with non-indexical content presented in both AAE and 
Mainstream English.  Her indexical stances highlight her ethnicity reinforcing the links between her 
indirect indexes and her ethnicity through direct mapping.  Her dialect choice in situations with non-
indexical content indirectly maps stances onto the group whose dialect she employs. 
 Because most dialects are saturated with salient cultural meaning they present themselves as a 
rich resource for stance-taking.  As these dialect stances map and remap ideologies onto the group, and 
other speakers can correlate these stances as indexing the group, a culturally salient stereotype is 
formed.  A dialect, then, becomes a direct index of the group that employs it and maps stances taken by 
a member of the group onto the group.  This paper offers a better understanding of this process and the 
role dialect plays by examining how stances and dialect map ideologies onto a group. 


